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Abstract: Globally, mining operators focus increasingly on tailings filtration to recover process water and store tailings more safely. Generally, required water contents below 20-w% are reached by using filter presses. To maintain high efficiency, complete cake detachment is needed because incomplete discharge reduces plant performance. However, filter cake discharge can occur in different ways, mainly influenced by adhesion of the filter cake to the filter cloth as well as by cohesion of the cake. Therefore, this study points out different major detachment behaviors and a theoretical approach to describe them. Furthermore, investigations on iron ore tailings filtrations were carried out to show the influences of different filter media, different filtration pressure and cake post-treatment on adhesion and cohesion.
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1. Introduction

Due to the steadily growing demand for raw materials, the amount of mined material is also increasing [1]. Therefore, metal ores are extracted in large open pit mines around the world. Since only a small fraction of the mined rock consists of valuable product [2], an increasing amount of waste rock has to be handled, which is present as tailings at the end of the process. However, tailings management has been a major challenge for the industry for some time now [3]. Storage in tailings ponds has been increasingly replaced by dry storage (dry stacked tailings) due to process water loss and the risk of dam breaks. Increasing mechanical dewatering using thickeners and subsequent filtration can reduce the water content of the tailings, thus recovering a large part of the process water and enabling dry stacking [4]. Improved process water management and safer storage reduce costs and are an important aspect in terms of sustainable mining. For this reason, the number of filtered tailings solutions is steadily increasing [5] and larger and larger plants are being operated [6].

Due to the process-related characteristics of the tailings, their filtration is non-trivial and an existing challenge in solid–liquid separation. During the processing of valuable material, rock has to be crushed to a particle size below 100 µm. However, the particle size distribution is broad, and there is a significant clay content in the lower micrometer range [7]. These particles form a compressible filter cake [8] and influence the filtration process drastically. Therefore, high pressure difference in the form of mechanical pressure is crucial for dewatering. From an engineering point of view, chamber filter presses are suitable for this purpose [9]. These are operated in batch mode, i.e., they must be regenerated after each filtration. This happens by opening the individual press chambers, followed by detachment of the cakes from the filter medium caused by their weight and falling down on a conveyor belt placed below the filter press. Economical handling of
the large process streams is given by a parallel connection of large presses (e.g., chamber dimensions of 5 m · 3 m and 160 plates) [10]. However, it is obvious that trouble-free operation is necessary in order not to represent the bottleneck of the entire process chain. Common problems concerning filter presses are the correct selection of the filter media, mechanical wear or blinding of the filter cloth [11] and detachment problems of the cakes. In the latter case, completely adherent cakes or partial drop-off can occur due to partial reaching of the yield limit and breaking, respectively. Remaining cake parts reduce the available process space and thus reduce throughput or lead to leaks and damages if they are attached in the sealing area. This paper therefore presents practical test procedures for determining the adhesion of the cake to the fabric and characterizing the strength of the particulate network (cohesion), as well as investigates relevant parameters (filtration pressure, cake post-treatment, fabric).

2. Theory

Analogous to the time sequences of the tailings filtration process in chamber filter presses, this section provides a brief insight into the relevant fundamentals and interrelations of cake filtration. Furthermore, the properties of the network of solid particles after filtration are discussed. Finally, the prerequisites for cake detachment are outlined.

2.1. Filtration

Recessed plate filter presses operate on the principle of cake filtration. At the beginning of filtration, particle breakthrough occurs because the pores of the filter medium are usually selected to be larger than the particle diameter in order to reduce hydraulic resistance. If the particle concentration is sufficient, bridging over the pores occurs after a short time and afterwards the approaching particles are progressively deposited on the network of solid particles. Thus, the cake grows. Since the pressure drop within the cake is reciprocal to the pressure of the consolidated network of solid particles, mechanical support is provided behind the filter cloth by means of backing cloths or drainage structures.

The filter cake is a network of solid particles whose structure and properties are strongly dependent on the particle size distribution of the slurry. Clay-sized particles, for example, cause compressible behavior [8]. Normally, tailings have a relevant content of clay and corresponding filter cakes are therefore compressible [5,7,12–14]. In order to ensure achieving crucial residual moisture contents, compaction of the network of solid particles by sufficient filtration pressure is necessary. For this reason, filter presses are used in a lot of applications [5,9,10,15,16]. Furthermore, mechanical dewatering by applying gas differential pressure can be implemented in filter presses with little constructive effort to reduce cake moisture by decreasing pore saturation even more. The adjusted differential pressure dewater filter cake pores with a corresponding and lower capillary entry pressure [17,18].

The strength of a wet network of solid particles depends strongly on its saturation S (proportion of voids filled with liquid to entire void volume). In the saturation range between 0.3 and 0.9, liquid bridges are present, and capillaries are increasingly filled, i.e., capillary forces act; therefore, the largest tensile forces can be transmitted [19–21]. A maximum is to be expected for S = 0.8 to 0.9 [22,23].

2.2. Approach to Describe Cake Detachment

For the description of the detachment behavior of filter cakes, four stresses are relevant [21], which are shown in Figure 1. A distinction must be made between adhesion as the stress between two different systems (e.g., filter medium and cake) and the cohesion of the cake itself. In each case, a further subdivision can be made into shear stress \( \tau \) and tensile stress \( \sigma \). The volume on which the force acts is depicted in blue, whereas the surface associated with the stress is shown in orange. The sketched stresses and their abbreviations in this paper are as follows:

(1) Shear adhesion (adhesion (shear)): \( \tau_{\text{Cloth}} \).

(2) Tensile adhesion (adhesion (tensile)): \( \sigma_{\text{Cloth}} \).
Shear adhesion causes the sticking of filter cakes to filter media and must be overcome for cake detachment [21]. Corresponding to the apparatus used this can, e.g., be proceeded by compressed air blowing (vacuum disc filters), back washing (candle filters), filter media movement (tower filter presses) or gravity (chamber filter presses).

The driving force for cake detachment in tailings filtration in chamber filter presses is the weight force acting on the cake. The condition of complete detachment requires the following relationship in Equation (1), which assumes sufficiently high cohesion of the cake and an infinitely extended plate, i.e., neglecting support at the sealing edge and other chamber structures as well as detachment of the cake with subsequent wedging between two adjacent plates. Besides cake dimensions (thickness $T_{Cake}$, width $W_{Cake}$ and height $H_{Cake}$), its porosity $\varepsilon$ and saturation $S$, as well as the density of the solid $\rho_{Solid}$ and the fluid $\rho_{Fluid}$, are decisive for the weight force.

$$T_{Cake} \cdot W_{Cake} \cdot H_{Cake} \cdot ((1 - \varepsilon) \cdot \rho_{Solid} + \varepsilon \cdot \rho_{Fluid}) \cdot g = F_{Gravitation} > F_{Adhesion} \quad (1)$$

A common problem is an incomplete cake detachment (complete sticking or partial detachment). There are several cake detachment scenarios where the loading parameters mentioned in Figure 1 are crucial. Figure 2 shows these scenarios. It can be divided between the requested detachment (a) and the problematic cases (b–d). In detail, these can be described as follows:

(a) The weight of the cake is sufficient. The cake falls off in one piece. Assumption: cohesion sufficient, no breaking.

(b) The weight force is too low; the cake adheres. Assumption: cohesion sufficient, no breaking.

(c) The tensile stresses transmitted during plate moving rupture the cake. If there are several fractures, partial falling may occur. Assumption: insufficient shear strength of the cake and low weight force.

(d) A higher adhesion (tensile) than cohesion (tensile) splits the cake. If there are several fractures, partial falling may occur. Assumption: low weight force and local saturation/compaction differences.

It can be taken advantage of the interdependency of the four stresses mentioned. A relationship between cohesion (tensile) and adhesion (tensile) ($\sigma_{Cake}/\tau_{Cloth}$) can be derived from the theory of contact points. Using a bulk solids mechanics approach, the ratio between cohesion (shear) and cohesion (tensile) ($\tau_{Cake}/\sigma_{Cake}$) can be determined. Therefore, measurements of shear adhesion and shear cohesion allow the determination of all relevant stresses.

---

**Figure 1.** Schematic representation of important stresses for the description of cake detachment. (a) Shear adhesion: $\tau_{Cloth}$. (b) Tensile adhesion: $\sigma_{Cloth}$. (c) Shear cohesion: $\tau_{Cake}$. (d) Tensile cohesion: $\sigma_{Cake}$. Blue: volume on which the force acts. Orange: stress area.
Figure 2. Schematic representation of different detachment behaviors regarding underlying mechanisms. (a) The weight of the cake is sufficient. The cake falls off in one piece. (b) The weight force is too low; the cake adheres. (c) The tensile stresses transmitted during plate moving rupture the cake. If there are several fractures, partial falling may occur. (d) A higher adhesion (tensile) than cohesion (tensile) splits the cake. If there are several fractures, partial falling may occur. Green: stress area without detachment. Red: stress area with detachment.

2.3. Theory of Contact Points

Using close-packed structure theory, it is obvious that the number of contacts to a wall is smaller than the number of contacts within a network of solid particles. Based on theoretical approaches combined with measurements of real polydisperse systems, the ratio of tensile strength in an undersaturated wet network of solid particles to tensile strength of the same network to a wall can be approximated with 1.15 according to Douglas [24]. Translated into the application and the nomenclature of this investigation, it is referred to as the ratio between the transmissible tensile cohesion inside the cake and tensile adhesion between cake and cloth ($\sigma_{\text{Cake}} / \sigma_{\text{Cloth}}$) in the following Equation (2):

$$\frac{\sigma_{\text{Cake}}}{\sigma_{\text{Cloth}}} \approx \frac{3.6}{\pi} \approx 1.15$$

However, it should be noted that a network of solid particles deviates from an ideal packing structure if it is compressible (e.g., tailings). Here, the state of compression (e.g., corresponding to filtration pressure) plays an important role. For compressible structures, a higher filtration pressure leads to an increase in the number of contact points, and it becomes closer to the approximation of ideal packings.

2.4. Bulk Solid Mechanics

In contrast to rheology describing stress states of flowing systems, bulk solid mechanics characterizes the flow behavior of dry or undersaturated wet networks of solid particles [25]. After consolidation, they deform or rearrange at certain yield stresses due to internal friction caused by particle contacts. The flow properties, especially of initial flow, are depending on several parameters, for example, solid volume fraction, applied normal stress and stress at preshearing [26].
Relationships and derivable quantities can be depicted in a plot out of experimental shear measurement data, which are referred to as the yield locus and schematically illustrated in Figure 3. Consolidated bulk material starts to deform or rearrange under stresses above the yield locus. Such networks (e.g., filter cakes) have a positive shear stress of \( \sigma = 0 \), which is referred to as cohesion (shear) in this paper. The tensile strength of cohesive networks at \( \tau = 0 \) occurs for negative normal tensions, which is referred to cohesion (tensile) in this paper. The yield locus for tensile fracture ends vertical to the abscissa [27].

![Figure 3. Schematic representation of yield locus, \( \tau_{\text{Cake}} \) and \( \sigma_{\text{Cake}} \).](image)

The ratio of \( \tau_{\text{Cake}} / \sigma_{\text{Cake}} \) describes the brittleness of the network of solid particles in simplified terms. As can be seen in the literature, a prediction of \( \tau_{\text{Cake}} / \sigma_{\text{Cake}} \) is not possible. However, it can be stated that \( \tau_{\text{Cake}} / \sigma_{\text{Cake}} \) is in general between one and five, but even ratios below one and up to 25 are reported [21]. Regarding undersaturated limestone particle networks, Rumpf mentioned \( \tau_{\text{Cake}} / \sigma_{\text{Cake}} > 2 \) leads to a brittle breaking behavior [28]. Stitch-proof-to-brittle properties are stated to be crucial for cake detachment [21], as well as the fact that cake texture changes in a small range of residual moisture, as reported by Tittel [29]. Generally, \( \tau_{\text{Cake}} / \sigma_{\text{Cake}} \) increases due to the progressive decreasing of saturation of the network of solid particles [28]. However, slurries at concentrations of the gel point or higher are also able to transfer forces, e.g., wet filter cakes after filtration [30]. Since they theoretically have a saturation of one, this work extends the method of the yield locus for this specific case. This assumption is justified since in the literature brittle behavior is also mentioned for full-saturated networks of solid particles [21].

2.5. Shear Breaking

It is important to note that the acting forces are always proportional to the area where they are acting. This is to be exemplified in Table 1 by scenario c using realistic chamber dimensions (2 m · 2 m · 0.05 m) and a cohesion/adhesion ratio (\( \sigma_{\text{Cake}} / \sigma_{\text{Cloth}} \)) of 1.15 (see Section 2.3). If the shear strength of the filter cake is too low, the cake becomes ruptured by shearing due to the adhesion of the cake parts sticking to the cloths. The area ratio of the attaching cake part in relation to the shear area is important and is therefore defining a critical ratio of \( \tau_{\text{Cake}} / \sigma_{\text{Cake}} \) needed for the avoidance of rupture by shearing. If \( \tau_{\text{Cake}} / \sigma_{\text{Cake}} \) is sufficient (over 17.4), no rupture of the cake is possible.

If incomplete detachment occurs, in addition to manual cleaning, there are some ways developed over time to remove the cake or remnants of it. Weigert lists some patents for this, using the following ideas: stretching medium, plate tilting, vibration, shaking, scrapers and nozzles [21]. However, it would be optimal if an autonomous detachment of the complete cake could be achieved by systematic process parameter control. Therefore, it is obvious that not only filtration tests with regard to separation efficiency and hydraulic properties of the filter media are necessary for the design of filter presses. In addition, knowledge of the stresses and the parameters influencing them is of enormous importance. Therefore, beside
presentation of a suitable, application-related measurement method for relevant variables, this paper aims to show the impact of various process parameters (e.g., filtration pressure and dewatering).

Table 1. Exemplary calculation of critical \( \frac{\tau_{\text{Cake}}}{\sigma_{\text{Cake}}} \) ratio whose undercutting causes shear breaking.

| Assumptions: Cake 2 m \( \cdot \) 2 m \( \cdot \) 0.05 m, \( \frac{\sigma_{\text{Cake}}}{\sigma_{\text{Coth}}} = 1.15 \) |
|---|---|---|
| Area ratio one cake parts is adhering to | 0.5 |
| Area adhesion (tensile) acts | 1 m \( \cdot \) 2 m |
| Area cohesion (shear) acts | 0.05 m \( \cdot \) 2 m |
| Ratio area Adhesion (tensile)/area Cohesion (shear) | 20 |
| Resulting critical ratio of \( \frac{\tau_{\text{Cake}}}{\sigma_{\text{Cake}}} \) | 17.4 |

3. Materials and Methods

Test equipment and procedures used are described in this section. Furthermore, investigated process parameters are discussed.

3.1. Properties of the Tailings

The study considered iron ore tailings having a size distribution and a mass concentration typical for tailings. Detailed properties are listed in Table 2. As referred to in Section 2, a high fraction of fine particles can be stated. The elemental composition measured by angle dispersive XRF can be found in a previous publication [31].

Table 2. Properties of the iron ore tailings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iron Ore Tailings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solid density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slurry concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle size distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* [31].

3.2. Procedure

It would be ideal if a characterization of the stresses could be realized with the least possible effort while at the same time providing sufficient information. In the following, a possibility is therefore presented. The idea is to combine filtration tests and shear tests using one apparatus (a cylindric one-chamber frame filter press) and, in addition, commercial standard equipment with minimal adjustments (a tensile testing machine). The tests in this paper used a laboratory frame filter press provided by FLSmidth, also used in previous investigations [31]. It consists of a cylindrical frame element (inner diameter 10 cm, height 4 cm) with a suspension inlet at the top and pressed by a spindle between two end plates. These end plates have drainage channels and four filtrate outlets, one at the top and at the bottom (Figure 4a). The four filtrate outlets are equipped with valves. Closing the lower filtrate outlet on one side and the upper filtrate outlet on the other side and introducing compressed air at the open upper filtrate outlet thus enables gas differential pressure dewatering of the filter cake (Figure 4b). Filling of the chamber is carried out using a stirred pressure vessel with a riser pipe overlaid with compressed air.

After filtration, it is possible to remove the cylinder together with cake and adhere filter media from the press. This allows subsequent positioning in a commercial tensile testing machine (velocity 10 mm \( \cdot \) min\(^{-1} \)) with minimal modification (Figure 5). First, the adhesion (shear) of the filter media was measured by a crescent-shaped clamp, as proposed by Ginisty [32], by pulling of the fabric. Then, the cake was pushed halfway out of the cylinder using a disc spacer and afterwards the top half was sheared off with a lid to determine the cohesion (shear) of the cake analogues to a Jenike shear cell [33]. The maximum of
the force-displacement curve related to the shear area represents the respective measured stress value. If the filtration is considered as preconsolidation and thus as preshearing of the network of solid particles, each shearing test value describes one point of the yield point, depending on the associated pair of values from normal stress and resulting shear stress. Different normal stresses can be realized by weight disks on the lid. In this way, a yield locus is obtained for each pressure and each cake post-treatment [26].

Figure 4. Schematic side view cross-section representation of lab filter press filtration (a) and dewatering procedure (b).

Figure 5. Schematic side view cross-section representations of the shear adhesion test (a) and the shear cohesion test (b).

3.3. Process Parameters

Filtration tests were carried out with three filter media typical for tailings filtration application. Two cloths of polypropylene (PP) and nylon (NY) as well as a PP felt media were compared. These were chosen to be able to compare two fiber materials and a cloth to a felt media. Their properties are listed in Table 3. Filter media resistance measurements were carried out in a pressurized filter cell according to VDI guideline 2762 [17].

To investigate the influence of compaction, filtrations were performed at 250 kPa and 1250 kPa. For each pressure, there were tests with filtration only and tests with a dewatering cake post-treatment, as can be seen in Figure 6. This was a gas differential pressure dewatering at 250 kPa for filtrations at 250 kPa and at 550 kPa for filtrations at 1250 kPa. A pressure of 550 kPa is an industrially used value for gas differential pressure dewatering. However, gas differential pressure is limited by the filtration pressure (danger of cake back flow). So, 250 kPa was the maximum pressure usable for 250 kPa filtration pressure.
were compared. These were chosen to be able to compare two fiber types. During this process, changes occur in the fabrics due to blinding and mechanical abrasion. This is not considered in this work. A new set of fabrics (two pieces) was used for each pressure level. In order to still be able to observe a steady state (e.g., turbidity impact constant), six filtrations were carried out previously with the filter media to soil them before a fivefold determination of each measuring point was made. No post-treatment and turbidity measurements were carried out alternating.

3.4. Validation

To validate the theoretical description of the cake detachment behavior, various chambers for a laboratory recessed plate filter press (Simex Mini Mobil, Simex Filterpressen GmbH & Co. KG, (Calw, Germany)) were additively manufactured in order to be able to carry out tests with 5, 10 and 15 mm thick cakes. Three filter plates were printed in each case, i.e., two end plates and one intermediate plate with an edge length of 150 mm and a cake dimension of approx. 120 mm in width and height. For this investigation, the PP cloth was used. One set of cloth was used for each pressure level (250 kPa and 1250 kPa). At first, for each pressure level, six filtrations were made to ensure basic contamination of the cloth. At this number, the particle penetration occurring at the beginning of each filtration had decreased to an approximately constant amount. Then, five filtrations were made for each cake thickness.

4. Results

4.1. Adhesion Measurements to Determine Required Cake Thickness for Detachment

First, the shear adhesion values of the different fabrics for two filtration pressures and two cake post-treatments are presented. A plot of the shear stress to be applied for the individual fabrics is given in Figure 7, including the standard errors of the means. The black data series represents the measured values of saturated cakes and the white data series those of the pre-dried cakes.

![Image of filtrations made for subsequent adhesion and cohesion tests.](image)

Figure 6. Overview of filtrations made for subsequent adhesion and cohesion tests.

Normally, a tailings filtration fabric is used for a thousand or more filtration cycles [34].
data series those of dewatered (undersaturated) cakes. The lowest adhesion is found for the lower filtration pressure (250 kPa) and a fully saturated cake (S = 1) for all fabrics. Dewatering after filtration at 250 kPa increases adhesion for all fabrics. The same applies to an increased filtration pressure (1250 kPa). For example, the adhesion of the PP cloth is approximately twice as high after a filtration at 1250 kPa without post-treatment than at 250 kPa without post-treatment, i.e., an almost twice as thick cake would be required to fulfill the detachment condition. Dewatering of the cakes formed at higher filtration pressure further increases adhesion for the PP cloth at 250 kPa and 1250 kPa, the NY cloth at 250 kPa and 1250 kPa and the PP felt at 250 kPa, comparing measurements at the same filtration pressure level. These findings are consistent with theoretical considerations of fewer contact points and literature data on saturation influence. Only the felt filter media for filtrations at 1250 kPa show an exception to this. Adhesion is slightly decreasing after dewatering. This results from the fact of a structure with lower permeability compared to the cloths reducing dewatering performance. Therefore, dewatering after 1250 kPa filtration has no further adhesion-increasing effect. For the iron ore tailings, 5 kN·m⁻² corresponds approximately to 25 mm cake thickness by assuming a residual moisture of 20 w-%, ρsolid of 3050 kg·m⁻³, ρfluid of 1000 kg·m⁻³, a full saturated cake (S = 1) and no sealing edge.

![Adhesion (shear) τCloth of the three filter fabrics for different process conditions.](image)

In general, the residual moisture of the filter cake is the key parameter in filter press operation. It allows direct conclusions to be drawn about the throughput and is partly used as a target parameter for successful discharge. If only the adhesion of the cake to the fabric is considered, it is obvious that the residual moisture has a decisive influence on adhesion (Figure 8). Even a small change in residual moisture changes adhesion significantly. Considering all data points of filtrations at different filtration pressure levels, with and without cake post-treatment by dewatering, the assumption of a quasi-linear increase in adhesion when decreasing residual moisture is justified. Furthermore, standard error of the mean increases for decreasing moisture, especially for woven filter media.

However, detachment behavior cannot be simply described by only using the adhesion of the cake to the fabric. This is obvious regarding the possible detachment cases mentioned above and the underlying interactions of the different stresses. Further differentiation is necessary, and the structure of the cake must be considered. First, the understanding of the adhesion increase with decreasing residual moisture is useful. In fact, the residual cake moisture is resulting out of two different processes. One is compacting, and the other is dewatering. Therefore, if only the residual moisture is considered, information becomes
lost. The effect of the different influences is visible, for example, in the representation of the adhesion referred to in the saturation of the network of solid particles (Figure 9). The networks are completely saturated (S = 1) for all filtrations without cake post-treatment of gas differential pressure dewatering. Depending on the available gas differential pressure (250 kPa or 550 kPa), further undersaturation and even higher adhesions can be achieved.

Figure 8. Adhesion (shear) $\tau_{\text{Cloth}}$ referred to corresponding residual cake moisture of filtrations at different filtration pressure levels, with and without cake post-treatment by dewatering.

Figure 9. Adhesion (shear) $\tau_{\text{Cloth}}$ referred to corresponding saturation of the network of solid particles.

However, it should be noted that an increased filtration pressure acts as an antagonist. For compressible cakes and resulting compaction, the pores become smaller; thus, a higher capillary inlet pressure is required for dewatering.

4.2. Cohesion Measurements to Evaluate Shear Breaking Risk

The determination of the adhesion of the cake to the filter cloth helps to determine the required cake thickness for detachment (See Figure 2a,b). However, no statement can be made about the occurrence of the other possible scenarios (See Figure 2c,d). For these, the other stress states on and in the filter cake as well as their relationship to each other play an important role, e.g., the ratio of $\tau_{\text{Cake}}/\sigma_{\text{Cake}}$, which indicates the brittleness of
the network of solid particles in simplified terms. A first step is to determine the shear cohesion, i.e., the shear strength of the filter cake, using the procedure shown in Figure 5. Figure 10 shows the results of these cohesion measurements for the PP felt media over residual moisture. Analogous to shear adhesion, an approximately linear relationship between shear cohesion and residual moisture content is evident, regardless of whether the lower residual moisture content results from increased compaction (due to a higher filtration pressure) or undersaturation (gas differential pressure dewatering).

![Figure 10](image)

**Figure 10.** Cohesion (shear) \( \tau_{\text{Cake}} \) referred to corresponding residual cake moisture of filtrations at different filtration pressure levels for the PP felt media, with and without cake post-treatment by dewatering.

Furthermore, the determination of the ratio of \( \tau_{\text{Cake}} / \sigma_{\text{Cake}} \) can be carried out by determining the yield loci and expanding them into negative normal stresses. How these curves are to be expanded is discussed controversially [21]. Linear extrapolation of the yield locus slope at \( \sigma = 0 \) is a common simplified way to describe the relationship between \( \tau_{\text{Cake}} \) and \( \sigma_{\text{Cake}} \). However, this overestimates the tensile strength and underestimates \( \tau_{\text{Cake}} / \sigma_{\text{Cake}} \), respectively. Nevertheless, a statement about the detachment behavior can already be derived from the ratio of the slopes. This is discussed using the example of the yield loci for filtration at 250 kPa and 1250 kPa using the PP felt media for no post-treatment of the cake and gas differential pressure dewatering (Figure 11). When looking at the linear fit, a higher slope, which is similar to the ratio of \( \tau_{\text{Cake}} / \sigma_{\text{Cake}} \) at a higher filtration pressure, can be observed. Qualitatively, scenario c is thus less probable with filtration at 1250 kPa. A slight impact by cake post-treatment can be stated as well.
The presented different scenarios a–d of cake detachments can be observed in laboratory tests. Figure 12 shows images of each scenario after filtration of the iron ore tailings using PP cloths in the laboratory recessed plate filter press. The first image shows scenario a, which is a complete detached cake after a filtration with 5 mm chambers at 250 kPa filtration pressure without cake post-treatment. In the next image, scenario b, a complete sticking cake can be seen after a filtration with 5 mm chambers at 250 kPa filtration pressure and without cake post-treatment. The third image shows a shear breaking (scenario c) after a filtration with a 5 mm cake at 250 kPa filtration pressure and without cake post-treatment. Scenario d is a breaking parallel to the cloth, which could often be observed after filtration with cake dewatering as shown in the image on the right side. This was also taken after a filtration at 250 kPa with 5 mm chambers and air blow.

Figure 12. Different detachment behaviors seen in lab filtration: (a) complete detachment (5 mm, 250 kPa, no cake post-treatment), (b) complete sticking cake (5 mm, 250 kPa, no cake post-treatment), (c) shear breaking (5 mm, 250 kPa, no cake treatment) and (d) breaking parallel to cloth (5 mm, 250 kPa, air blow).

Figure 12 shows different scenarios observed for filtrations that do not differ in their chamber thickness. This is due to the fact that each detachment behavior has a certain probability for the respective process conditions. This stochastic distribution results, for example, from local inhomogeneities of the cake due to the broad particle size distribution. For example, shear breaking was observed for seven out of ten filter cakes having a...
thickness of 5 mm using PP cloths in the laboratory recessed plate filter press (see Table 4). This is the process parameter condition resulting in the highest residual moisture. A five-hold determination of each combination using this two-chamber filter press gave ten detachments that can be observed. Shear breaking did not occur for thicker cakes at filtrations with 250 kPa and without post-treatment or at any other combination.

Table 4. Cake shear breaking probability of filtrations in the laboratory recessed plate filter press using the PP cloths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filtration Pressure</th>
<th>Cake Post-Treatment</th>
<th>Shear Breaking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>250 kPa</td>
<td>No treatment</td>
<td>5 mm: 7 of 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 kPa</td>
<td>Air blow dewatering</td>
<td>10 mm: 0 of 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1250 kPa</td>
<td>No treatment</td>
<td>15 mm: 0 of 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1250 kPa</td>
<td>Air blow dewatering</td>
<td>5 mm: 0 of 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Discussion

In this study, several points are considered in a simplified way. Determination of filter media influences is limited since long-term behavior of the different filter media cannot be studied at the laboratory scale to an application-related extent. In addition, filter media having higher pressure losses reduces available gas differential pressure for dewatering and therefore hampers adhesion and cohesion comparisons. Generally, extensive field data acquisition and comparison between field and laboratory data would be suggested.

In this study, only iron ore tailings are considered. It would be interesting for future work to compare tailings from different mines but also from the same mine at different exploration times. Changes in rock composition are a major challenge for the entire process chain but also explicitly for solid–liquid separation. Larger data sets would then also allow predictive control of this process.

6. Conclusions

First, a detailed view on cake detachment cases as well as underlying forces and tensions was depicted. Afterwards, measurement procedures combining filtration tests and cake-to-cloth shear adhesion as well as cake shear cohesion were presented, and their suitability for iron ore tailings was proven. Thereby, filtration process parameter influences on shear adhesion and shear cohesion could be shown. Increasing compaction of the cake by applying a higher filtration pressure leads to a higher shear adhesion, requiring a thicker cake to reach sufficient cake weight to fulfill the detachment condition as well as to a higher shear cohesion. Furthermore, decreasing cake saturation by cake post-treatment (gas differential pressure dewatering) also increases shear adhesion and shear cohesion. In summary, an approximately linear increase in shear adhesion as well as shear cohesion with decreasing residual moisture can be observed, regardless of whether the decrease results from compaction (higher filtration pressure) or undersaturation (gas differential pressure dewatering). For the regarded amount of filtration cycles (relatively low compared to industrial use), no significant differences between cloth and felt media, as well as PP and NY, can be seen.
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Abbreviations

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saturation</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adhesion (shear)</td>
<td>$\tau_{\text{Cloth}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adhesion (tensile)</td>
<td>$\sigma_{\text{Cloth}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesion (shear)</td>
<td>$\tau_{\text{Cake}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesion (tensile)</td>
<td>$\sigma_{\text{Cake}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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